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Uniform Provider

TSCS uniforms for preschool and elementary students must be purchased from the French Toast uniform
company. If they match those supplied by French Toast, pants, shorts, skirts, skorts, socks, leggings and tights
may be purchased from alternate sources. 

Visit French Toast to view additional photos and place orders. You can also search for our school’s dress code at
Frenchtoast.com by school name or school code: QS61ZKC.  

Everyday Uniform Choices for Girls 
*Polo shirt (red or navy) with Logo
 and Khaki skirt (preferably with bike shorts), skort, shorts or pants 
*Navy polo dress (preferably with bike shorts)
*Navy red plaid skirt or skort 
*Navy cardigan or vest with Logo (for colder months)

Special Occasion Uniform Choices for Girls
*Navy red plaid jumper with Logo
 *White blouse (short or long sleeve) with Logo
*Girls adjustable tie

Everyday Uniform Choices for Boys 
*Polo shirt (red or navy) with Logo
  and Khaki shorts or pants 
*Navy cardigan or vest with Logo (for colder months)

Special Occasion Uniform Choices for Boys
*White Oxford shirt (short or long sleeve) with Logo
*Khaki shorts or pants 
*Boys adjustable tie (Only for K4 and up)

Other
Students may wear their special occasion uniform every day if they wish. Attire should be clean and practical
for very active play. Shirts do not have to be tucked in. 

Shoes
Shoes must be safe and practical for active play. Tennis shoes are recommended for all grade
levels, but not required. Any brand of shoe is permissible, provided they are: one SOLID color
(white, black, or grey); closed toe; closed heel; and rubber sole. Preschool students must wear
shoes with Velcro fasteners. Shoes with lights, flip-flops, sandals, boots (including rain boots or
snow boots), crocs, and wheeled shoes are not acceptable. 

Socks
All shoes must be always worn with socks.  
Girls may choose white tights or white leggings with white socks.

https://www.frenchtoast.com/schoolbox/schools/the-sent-christian-school-QS61ZKC

